• Interactive plan
of site for Daily
Planning and
Briefings – draw or
add hotspots
• Delivery
Management
• Advanced Planning
• Traffic Management
• Fire Management
• Gathers your data
from the DataHub
• Can be connected
with any smartphone
or tablet

DataTouch
DataTouch is an interactive management tool geared towards giving
you a consistent and in-depth look at what takes place daily on site.
It has been designed to minimise risk, reduce conflict, streamline
workflow, all while eliminating the need for paperwork.
Used by Sir Robert McAlpine, Kier, Mace and Berkeley Homes
on many high profile projects, DataTouch has proven to be an
invaluable tool in the daily site operation.
What is DataTouch?
DataTouch utilises powerful software, built by DataScope, to deliver a range of userfriendly programmes to help with highly-effective planning and managing of your
project. Using a DataScope controller and a secure internet connection DataTouch is at
your disposal on any TV.
How does it work?
Integrated seamlessly with the DataHub, DataTouch uses all of the data captured for
your site by the Time and Attendance and Delivery Management systems as well the
Asset Tracker, Permits and Environmental Data, saving valuable time while ensuring
consistency of data cross-project.
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What are the benefits?
Effective Planning

Update Essential Information in Real Time

During a Daily Briefing, contractors can use the interactive plan
of the site to assign their own tasks to specific areas; highlight
exclusion zones; positions of assets & waste and much more
all via a simple drag and drop format. The programme will
automatically alert you if an asset has missed an inspection and
whether you have the right people for the task needed.

DataTouch can also be connected to our Site App allowing
you to add new work, hazards and waste while walking around
site all from a smartphone or tablet. This ensures that any issues
or tasks picked up on during a site walk-around are quickly
communicated in real time. Photos can also be uploaded and
attached to a hotspot

DataTouch can also be used to assist with the planning of traffic
in and out of sites as well as fire routes by simply using interactive
plans of site which can easily be drawn on and changed at any
time.

Want to know more?
An interactive demonstration of this product will really show you
just how powerful this tool can be. To arrange a meeting with one
of our team, do not hesitate to get in touch.

Engage Your Workers in Risk Management
Seeing business-critical data displayed in such a visually dynamic
way has been proven to embed key messages quicker.
Reduce Conflict on Site
Using DataTouch allows contractors and subcontractors to clearly
see who is working where, eliminating the risk of clashes on site.
Once the session is over, a report is sent to the necessary parties.
All of the data is securely saved and can be easily accessed or
referred back to.
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